CREATE A PERPETUAL LEAD
GENERATION MACHINE
The 7 Must Know Strategies For Driving Local Traffic
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Presenting a Special Report:

CREATE A PERPETUAL LEAD
GENERATION MACHINE:
The 7 Must Know Strategies For Driving
Local Traffic

Start of a New Era
How the Internet Became Local
Businesses of all types and scopes are just starting to become aware of what a small
percentage of early adopters already know: Internet and mobile device platforms have
revolutionized marketing.
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Thanks to high-speed wireless networks, Mobile devices, Communications software, and
social platforms, marketing has been transformed into a largely digital discipline for local
businesses.
This new media is quickly replacing old school advertising methods such as newspaper
ads, printed business directories like the Yellow Pages, direct mail coupons—even radio
and TV ads.
Online marketing is also effective whether or not your business currently sells products
or services over the Internet. “Brick and mortar” businesses of all kinds are using these
new strategies with impressive results.
Local consumers increased usage of the Internet and mobile media is driving businesses
to learn how to take advantage of these new platforms so their prospects and customers
can find them, hear about them and, ultimately, buy from them.
This is also important because the Internet is now interactive. Consumers are sharing their
experiences with local businesses... Both positive and negative! Not only is it very
important for business owners to know to control the message that they're putting out,
but they must also keep track of what people are saying about their business.
Take a look at the statistics: Google has over 3.5 billion searches every day; out of those 3
billion a month (or in 20% of all searches) are local. What that means is people are
actually putting in a geographic identifier in the search bar.
For instance if you're in Atlanta and you're looking for a dentist, chances are you don't just
put in “dentist”; chances are you put in “Atlanta dentist” or “Atlanta dental office.” You
type something that identifies where you are geographically.
From there the search engine knows to go find the information that's most relevant for
you. After all, if you have a toothache, you don't really care about how great the dentist
in Seattle is if you live in Atlanta. The same thing goes for a pizza joint. If you're looking
for pizza, you probably aren't looking for just pizza in general; you're looking for it based
on where you're located.
Here’s another amazing statistic: 82% of local searches are followed by an action, a store
visit, a call, an email or a purchase. So when people are searching locally, it means they're
ready to take an action and more likely to buy. They are a purchase driven consumer!
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Gaining Local Market Share
Capitalizing on local searches
The great news is there are a number of ways that we can put information online for
people to find when they're searching locally. Local Internet marketing is based on
helping local business owners put information online where people can find it at the exact
time that they're looking for it. That's very important and it's very different than other
forms of advertising.
For instance, look at the yellow pages. Stop and ask yourself this question: do you know
where your phone book is right now? Probably not… If you're like 80% of the population,
you don’t have a clue where that giant book is. The average age of someone who uses
yellow pages is over 65 years of age. This means if a business is in the yellow pages alone,
they are missing out on the vast majority of the population.
Remember the Internet uses a technological way of finding the most relevant information
about businesses, and nearly everyone uses it. Old school methods just don’t produce
enough results to even pay for themselves anymore.
Alternatively local Internet marketing provides a strategy for local businesses to put their
information in hundreds of places so that people can find the information at exact time
that they need the product or service.
Both in theory and in practice, this has proven to be a much better solution and makes it
much easier for the business owner to see the value of their advertising funds rather than
just continuing to spend thousands of dollars on ineffective means of marketing.

Getting Traffic to Your Business
Why It’s Getting Harder To Get New Customers
Local businesses are seeing more competition for customers, clients, and patients than
ever before. A recent Small Business Administration study reports that local businesses
are seeing the largest increase in years.
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Since 1990, large corporations have eliminated 4 million jobs and local businesses have
added 8 million new jobs. The number of local businesses has increased 49% since 1982…
that is nearly 12 million new businesses that are all competing for customers.
But it Gets Worse! Recent statistics show that even after coming out of the hard economic
times of the past several years, many local businesses are struggling to survive and many
will go out of business in the next 3-5 years. To make matters worse, recent statistics show
that most local businesses are relying on traditional methods of getting clients and those
methods have stopped working…
Good News: There Are Still Plenty of Customers Out There! It’s true and I can tell you that
if you are ready to take your business to the next level, the information I am about to share
could be worth a fortune to you!
There are 7 major strategies for creating a dominating local online presence. We will
discuss each in great detail. When properly executed each of the strategies can bring new
customers to your local business. When you combine these strategies you create a
formidable presence for your business.
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SEO
Search engine optimization (SEO) is the process of affecting the visibility of a website or
a web page in a "natural" or un-paid ("organic") search results. – Wikipedia

Search Engine Optimization
Ensuring your page ranking
Search Engine Optimization (SEO) makes a website more desirable to the search engines.
The main ways to optimize a website are through creating great content, specific
keywords that are searched for on a regular basis, interaction on your website from
people visiting and you also want to have other sites pointing to your website (which is
called back linking).
When Google or one of the other search engine crawls (looks at) a website and it sees that
there are other reputable websites (referred to as authority sites) that have links pointing
to your website, they go, "Hey, other sites think this is important, so this site must be
important," and it moves the site up the search rankings. The other important key is to
have links out to other high-ranking authority sites like CNN, YouTube, etc., so the search
engines say "Wow! This site is also pointing to some of these other high ranking sites that
have great information", also helps to move the site up in the rankings.
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The other part about SEO is using keywords. What are the words that you want to show
up for when people are searching? When it comes to local marketing, it's not as hard as
you may think. You can ask the first 10 people you run into, “if you were looking for a
dentist in Atlanta, what would you type in to the search engine?” More than likely if you
ask 10 people, those are the top 10 things that people would probably search for.
With local marketing that’s about as complicated as you need to get with keyword
research. Now, there are a lot of tools out there that can go very in-depth but I would say
you could very easily use the keyword tool that's available in any search engine to look
at how many searches people are actually doing and how strong the competition is.

SEO THEN
WEBSITE RANKING
TECHNICAL SEO

CONTENT

Previously the majority of website rankings were based on technical attributes. Things
like On-page SEO, overuse of keywords (keyword stuffing), backlinks etc. previously
helped your websites ranking. Now Content Creation is King. Google is now friendlier to
original content than purchased traffic. The search engines use an ever-changing
algorithm to determine what shows up on the first page. Today they reward originality of
quality content and visitor interaction (time on site) more so than the number or backlinks.
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SEO NOW
WEBSITE RANKING

TECHNICAL SEO
CONTENT

Keyword Research Tools:






Google Keyword Tool
Freshkey
Keyword Discovery
Yahoo Clues
Wordze

Keyword Research
Keywords are the foundation of SEO. Keywords are the exact terms consumers are using
to find what they are searching for. Single keywords are too broad of a search term for
local searches. Three to Five words together are known as “long tail keyword phrases”
which are more powerful for local searches since they usually include a geographic
identifier. These are usually used very specific searches and have higher conversions.
Optimizing your website with long tail keywords is very important. By placing 4 to 6 long
tail keywords in your website’s code and in the page titles can help your websites ranking.
An example of a single keyword would be the term “restaurants”. An example of a long
tail keyword would be “Italian restaurants Austin TX”. As you can tell someone using the
single keyword is looking for general information on restaurants. The person using the
long tail keyword phrase is going to find specific results for Italian restaurants in Austin
TX.
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When creating content for Facebook, Twitter, blogs, YouTube, etc. always use your
keywords in the title first. Content Creation with relevant keywords will help your
website’s organic ranking, and remember to avoid overstuffing. Overstuffing is excessive
use of keywords and is frowned upon by search engines.
A great way to find out the best keywords to use for your website or content is by using
Google’s free keyword tool. You can research your specific keywords and it will make
suggestions of keyword terms that are closely related to your search terms. It will also
show you which keywords are rated low, medium and highly competitive. This is
important because it will be easier to rank for the low to medium competition keywords.
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ONLINE LOCAL DIRECTORIES
Google

Citysearch

JustClickLocal

Axciom

Yahoo

Mapquest

Kudzu

CitySquares

Bing

Biznik

CityVoter

MojoPages

YellowPages

Local

Manta

Brownbook

Yelp

Foursquare

MatchPoint

Magic Yellow

Merchant Circle

ThinkLocal

InfoUSA

Zipweb

LinkedIn

CitySlick

Yellow Assistance

Metroweb

Whitepages

USYellowPages

Get Fave

Outside.in

Supermedia

SuperPages

TeleAtlas

Metrobot

Yellowbook

Dex

Judy’s Book

And More….

Small or medium businesses must take advantage of local directory listings.
The majority of these listings are FREE! This is local SEO. The search results
are now location based and if you optimize these listings, it will boost your
website rankings.

Local Online Directories
Local directories are web properties that allow businesses to list the details of their
business at no cost. These directories can be vitally important for any local businesses.
These listings can show up in the online search results and on apps on mobile phones like
CitySearch, Google Maps, Yelp, and many more.
You may have heard of Google+ Local. It actually gives information for local business as
a listing in Google. This allows clients a way to actually show up on the first page of
Google whenever someone searches for their industry and city. If you put in "Atlanta
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Dentist," as I mentioned earlier, it will show up with dentists in Atlanta that are on a map
shown on Google.
Simply put: Google+ Local is the way for any local business to put information online and
have it show up on the first page. As a matter of fact, there are businesses who don't even
have a website who have first page Google listings because they have put the correct
information on their Google+ page.
There are dozens of local directories and in order for a listing to show up in the search
results it must be optimized. It must have pictures and videos. The description of the
business needs to be written exactly the right way. The features of the business and the
categories all need to be listed in such a way that it gets the attention of local searchers.
It allows them to show their hours of operation, directions to their location. People can
push one button to call the store or get turn-by-turn directions from where they are to the
business, which is very important for people showing up at your door.
Another powerful part of Local Directories are citations created by people leaving reviews
of their experience with the business. Obviously, the higher the ratings and reviews, the
more people like it, right? Think about the last thing you bought on Amazon, I’ll bet you
looked at the ratings other people had given the book or product.

Visit www.yahleads.com/#contacts to take advantage of a Strategy Session
to put your business on the fast track to getting more customers today.
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Social Media
Twitter, Facebook, & YouTube
“Social media is like teen sex. Everyone wants to do it. No one actually knows how. When
finally done, there is surprise it is not better.” - Avinash Kaushik

Social Media Facts







10.5 Billion Minutes are spent on Facebook Daily
There are 100,000 Tweets every minute
The 3rd most popular social network is Pinterest
LinkedIn - 1 new user joins every second
4 Billion Video views every day on YouTube
Instagram user base grew 1600% in 1 year
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The next profit path is social media. There are a ton of these sites on the Internet and
everyone looks at Facebook and Twitter as the two biggest players online. And for good
reason, Facebook has over 1 Billion users and Twitter has nearly 300 Million tweeters.
These platforms provide channels for getting information in front of tons of people. You
can identify them and target them locally based on the geographic information; on both
of those systems, people tell you what they do, what they like and where they live (most
of the time).
Facebook is more social. You can advertise and put a wider variety of information there.
Twitter is about marketing to the masses and small little bursts called tweets. With
Twitter, you can only post a message that's 140 characters in length. With 140 characters,
you don't have a lot of room to go into a detailed description. You can target your
audience with tools like twellow.com to identify people who are in the city that you're
dealing with.
Facebook provides a lot more demographic information on its users, which allows you to
target your audience based on location, age, gender, relationship status, education,
profession, and interests. Armed with this information you can develop ad campaigns and
have them presented only to your ideal client.
For instance, if you were doing a golf ad, you would definitely want to cut the
demographics down to where you want it. Let's say, you wanted to target female golfers
in Charleston, South Carolina. You would probably select, obviously, females. You would
select a range of probably 25 to 55. You might select college educated. And you would
probably select married. This should all be based on solid research on your markets
demographics.
Another aspect of social media is YouTube, and I'll talk about that a little bit more when I
get into the video section, but YouTube actually is a social media platform because you
can have subscribers, send messages, and leave comments. So it really does become a
social media platform.
LinkedIn is a social networking site designed specifically for the business community. The
goal of the site is to allow registered members to establish and document networks of
people they know and trust professionally. The owner of the business needs to have a
LinkedIn profile, and the business needs to have a company profile. There are some social
aspects to LinkedIn, but it really is about business. It's about people who are in business,
business owners, salespeople, and business professionals.
The main goal of all these sites is to direct people to the companies website, so make sure
you're always leading them there.
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On most social sites you can optimize profiles for the business. With Facebook you can set
up a Facebook fan page, create a customized time line and create content for people to
interact with. For a restaurant you could post pictures of the menu items; if it's a doctor's
office, you might display before and after pictures of services. You always want your posts
to leave customers saying, "Wow, this is business that I feel like I know, like and trust.” You
want them to be a fan of the page and ultimately become a customer of the business,
product or service."

You can customize the background on Twitter, customize the feed, and customize the
information you provide to your followers. The information that the business owner
provides should be useful to the person who's viewing it whether they choose to do
business with them or not. I'll reiterate this point a few times because it really is the key
factor when it comes to creating a credible presence online.
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Videos
Video is one of the most powerful means of putting information online. Why? Well, ask
yourself this. What do people do more often, read books or watch television? Obviously,
it's watch television because most people don't want to read. They're lazy and they like to
be entertained.
If you look at YouTube, what are the videos that have the most views? They're
entertaining, or they're providing information. They entertain; they're funny or
controversial. Now, the other videos that get a lot of views are videos that provide great
information in a way that gets people's attention. For instance, if you look at the video
below, it's a chiropractor answering the question, "What's that popping sound?" It has over
70,000 views.
Well, that's because people
want to know what that
popping sound is when the
chiropractor adjusts them.
Whenever
you
answer
questions that people want to
know, it increases the video
ranking. When you post a
video you want to be sure and
title it with the information of
how people will search for it.
For instance, going back to
our “dentist in Atlanta”
example, you would want to put "Atlanta Dentist Explains Why Root Canals Hurt." That
way you have the geographic identifier, you have the dentist part, and then you have what
the description of the content. You also want to put in keywords and tags so that it gets
people's attention and can possibly show up in the search engines.
The real value of video is having people find it in local searches, and it also provides you
with tons of content that you can use to post on social media platforms.
What we've discovered is there's a lot of different ways to make videos. You can use
animoto.com where you simply put pictures in, and it'll actually add music and create a
video for you. You can make videos with using PowerPoint or Keynote, which is like
PowerPoint for Mac. The simplest and easiest way to make a video is to use a very small
camera and record the questions and the answers that clients or customers ask all the
time. These are called frequently asked questions. When you post these FAQ videos you
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will see favorable results, because people are usually looking for answers to these
questions online.
Videos are very search engine friendly and can rank on the first page rather quickly with
the right titling and tagging. Of course YouTube is the biggest video sharing site and the
second largest search engine on the planet so it is very important to have your videos
uploaded there, but YouTube is not the only player in town. It's also very beneficial to put
videos on other video sharing sites like Vimeo, Viddler, Kewego, and more. There's a ton
of them out there. You can simply do a Google search for video sharing sites, and you'll
get an entire list of all the places that you can post videos.

Be sure to visit www.yahleads.com/#contacts to take advantage of
a Strategy Session today.

The power of posting those videos on multiple locations is the value it creates for the
search engines. The example above shows a #1 Google listing for a video by a Financial
Planner in West Palm Beach Florida. That video list listed above the Google Map listing
and all other organic results. If you look at the page where to your eyes go? The thumbnail
of the video is where most people look first. We are very visual and we like pictures so
having first page rankings with videos can be a substantial local traffic source!
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YouTube Stats







4 Billion Views a Day
Each Second 1 Hour of Video is Uploaded
Each Month there are 800 Million Users
YouTube has had over 1 Trillion Views
YouTube Mobile has 600 Million Views Each Day
Google bought YouTube in 2006 for $1.65 Billion
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Mobile Marketing
One of the Newest Forms of Mass Marketing
Why is mobile marketing becoming so important? Well, let me ask you a question. Do you
have a mobile device within arm's reach that you can access the Internet with? Go ahead.
Think about it. I'll wait. Of course you do. Right now, within three feet of you, you probably
have your cellphone. And that cellphone probably is a Smartphone… And that Smartphone
has the ability to get online. You have a way of searching the web from nearly any mobile
device.
When someone does a local search on a mobile device they usually make a purchase
based on the information they find within 24 hours vs. a week or longer from a search on
a computer. For restaurants it is usually within 60 minutes…

That is what we call a purchase driven consumer!
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With mobile marketing there are a couple of ways to market information. The first is
helping your clients by mobilizing their website. If you look at a regular website on your
iPhone or android, a lot of times they're jumbled up. They may look like it does online, but
the screen is really small and you have to pinch and squeeze and move stuff around. And
it's hard to navigate.
Mobilizing a site really takes the client's website, cuts it down to about four or five pages
of the most relevant information. That way, when someone goes to that website, they're
able to navigate it very quickly. For instance, if it's a restaurant, it would have a contact us
button, a menu button, a directions button, and maybe a specials button so that they can
get to just the information that they're looking for. For example, for a restaurant website
should have a takeout menu, because most people, when they go on their phone looking
for food, it's takeout.
The next way to utilize mobile marketing is with SMS or text messages. With text
marketing, you have to first capture the subscriber's phone number, and then you can then
market to them over time utilizing text messaging.
Why is mobile advertising so important? Well here's the thing: only about 36% of emails
get opened compared to over 92% of text messages or mobile messages get looked at
within the first minutes of being received. As a matter of fact, you've probably looked at
your phone while you've been reading this report. That's the power of mobile marketing.
With mobile marketing there are a couple of ways to market information. The first is by
mobilizing your current website. If you look at a regular website on your iPhone or
android, a lot of times they're jumbled up. They may look like it does online, but the screen
is really small and you have to pinch and squeeze and move stuff around. And it's hard to
navigate. As of April 15, 2015 your website needs to mobile responsive not just mobile
optimized. Google is going to start ranking sites that are responsive higher than sites that
are mobile optimized.
Mobilizing a site really takes your website and cuts it down to about four or five pages of
the most relevant information. That way, when someone goes to that website, they're able
to navigate it very quickly. For instance, if it's a restaurant, it would have a contact us
button, a menu button, a directions button, and maybe a specials button so that they can
get to just the information that they're looking for. For example, for a restaurant website
should have a takeout menu, because most people, when they go on their phone looking
for food, it's takeout.
The next way to utilize mobile marketing is with SMS or text messages. With text
marketing, you have to first capture the subscriber's phone number, and then you can then
market to them over time utilizing text messaging.
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Why is mobile advertising so important? Well here's the thing: only about 36% of emails
get opened compared to over 92% of text messages or mobile messages get looked at
within the first minutes of being received. As a matter of fact, you've probably looked at
your phone while you've been reading this report. That's the power of mobile marketing.

MOBILE STATS
 50% of Consumers use their smart phones to find local businesses.
 Mobile Phones will be used more then PC’s
 Over half of consumers use their phones in stores for buying
decisions.
 Smartphones users are over 1 billion worldwide.
 Mobile is predicted to be bigger then the Internet in 2 years.
 Over 70%+ of online retailers are developing a mobile strategy.
 Smart phone market is now bigger than the PC market.
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Blogging
The Overlooked Local Marketing Tool
Blogging Platforms










Wordpress
Blogger
Tumblr
Movable Type
Expression Engine
Squarespace
Drupal
TypePad

When most people think about blogging they think of a site focused on topics with a
national scope. Locally focused blogs are powerful marketing tools for smart business
owners. The power of the blog comes from the focus on the local community, which
provides ample opportunities to use the city or town in the blog post headlines.
Blogs are very easy to create using one of the popular sites like Word Press or Blogger
and with proper keyword placement the blog posts can easily rank on the first page of
the search engines. Make sure your content has value to the audience you are trying to
attract and be careful not to overload the posts with too many keywords. The example
below shows a blog post ranking #1 for “Poor Cell Reception Florida” out of 6.6 Million
results… and they say blogging isn’t effective.
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Always post a variety of content that your audience will find interesting. If you only post
information about your business and products & services you will lose the interest of most
readers. Look for other local bloggers and offer them guest-posting opportunities on your
blog. If Jimmy Kimmel were the only person on the Tonight Show it would eventually get
boring… Jimmy is an entertaining guy but the guests on his show are what add the variety
that keeps it interesting.
Use pictures on your blog. People are very visual in nature and a blog post with pictures
get more interaction and then text only posts. You can also name the picture files with
the keyword to increase optimization for the post.
Always ask for feedback. Engagement is very important with local audiences. Challenge
your audience with questions and ask them to leave their answers and comments. This
engagement will not only make things more interesting for the readers, it will also make
the post more relevant to the search engines and you will be rewarded with better search
rankings.
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Takeaway
Now you have the 7 Must Have Strategies for Driving Local
Traffic and when you combine all these strategies together
you create a dominating web presence.

If you would like to expedite the marketing process explained in this book you can visit

www.yahleads.com/#contacts and we will help dominate your local market and
establish you and your business as the expert in your area. You can also visit our website
and register for an in depth marketing analysis.
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